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Film - research
CRYPTO-REALITY,
Numbers & ME
© 2021 Russian Nights in Switzerland
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We live in an era of rapid technological progress. Society is also challenged
with dealing with the coronavirus pandemic, where life is suspended
and people are locked at home. The question arises: How can we be a person
when digitalization and virtual money are developing so quickly that it is
difficult to understand what is happening today or to prepare for tomorrow.
The documentary "Crypto-Reality, Numbers and Me" is a battle of facts,
for and against digitalization and crypto-currency. The movie will explore:
— How innovation affects the global monetary system and the global
economy
— The attitude of banks and authorities towards cryptocurrencies and how
this affects each of us
— Where is the digitalization of humanity leading - to freedom and
the development of civilization or digital slavery and spiritual degradation?
The film is based on the arguments of two journalists - Zlata Smirnova
and Ecaterina Cojuhari, who will discuss all the pros and cons, based
on the arguments of the heroes of the film.

The Movie’s Heroes

To obtain comprehensive answers, experts and authoritative personalities will
be involved, directly or indirectly related to issues: crypto-emissaries, cryptobusinessmen, directors of Swiss and Russian banks, Swiss and Russian
politicians, economists, and thinkers.
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purpose

This documentary film and research will answer the exciting
and important questions of our time:

—

What time are we living in? What role does the numbers
play and where is the border between the real and the
virtual?

—

Is crypto currency evolution or revolution?

—

What are the main trends and consequences
of human digitalization? Is this alarming and
why?

—

How are traditional banks reacting to crypto currencies?
What is the situation in the banking sector in Switzerland
and Russia?

—

Digital slavery or technological progress?
Is total control inevitable?

—

How are multinational corporations
moving to crypto? Could this be another
bondage?

—

Can crypto transactions avoid corruption
and fraud?

—

How do the Swiss and Russian authorities perceive
electronic money, what are the benefits and threats for
citizens? Inside view.

—

What is the belief in crypto based on? What is the
value of bitcoin today, tomorrow, how long will it
last?

—

How can every citizen of the Earth adapt to crypto-reality
and why does it concern everyone? How to keep up with
the times and not lose the soul?
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The film and research will be an expert analysis. In an accessible
and fascinating form, it will give a holistic picture of how the
digitalization of humanity is happening and where it is leading;
what is happening in the field of cryptocurrency in Switzerland,
Russia and the world; will serve as deep cognitive material
for many specialists in this field. It will also be interesting to
a general audience, aimed at many different ages.
Currently, there is a shortage of high-quality video products
on this topic, so the filmmakers are confident in its necessity,
benefit, and success.
The film will be placed on the “Russian Nights in Switzerland”
YouTube channel and provided to various Russian and Swiss TV
channels. There will also be screenings of the film
in Switzerland and Russia.
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project

cost

The budget for the preparation, filming and
production of the documentary is 30'000 CHF.

Film sponsor benefits
—

Placement of the Sponsor's logo in the frames of
the film, grateful mention in the credits.

—

Development and implementation of direct
advertising of the Sponsor into the film body.

—

Providing the Sponsor with the content of the
finished film for his own use.

—

An extensive PR campaign in social networks for the
distribution of the film (Instagram, Facebook, Linkedin,
YouTube)
with an agreed base budget.

—

A special gift - 2 tickets for participation in one of the
events “Russian Nights in Switzerland”.

Filming is planned in Zurich, Zug, Geneva, Bern,
Moscow and St. Petersburg.
Graphics and animation are provided.
Duration - 45-50 minutes.
Language – Russian.
Subtitles - in English and French.
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Ecaterina Cojuhari

journalist

Ecaterina Cojuhari - journalist with 15 years of experience in
various genres. TV presenter, author and documentarian.
Winner at the “LAMPA” International Film Festival of Socially
Oriented Short Films, Russia, 2019.
An example of an interview on the topic of crypto currency:
https://clck.ru/UHLbg

+41 76 634 63 68
info@ecojuhari.com

The documentary film «Building Peace.
On the 75th anniversary of the UN»
https://youtu.be/5x55f5glXvU

Documentary - «The Chaplin House: The Love
Story of Charlie and Oona»
https://youtu.be/Acp2Tt9Ea8o
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Zlata smirnova

producer
+41 79 532 8595
www.russiannights.ch
zlata@russiannights.ch

Zlata Smirnova is a producer and founder of “Russian
Nights in Switzerland” - a cultural bridge between
Russia and Switzerland, an organiser of private
and large-scale events with a Russian soul and Swiss
quality, carrying out philanthropic activity.

